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Abstract

The Pamir languages are a group of East Iranian languages which are linguistically quite diverse and
cannot be traced back to a common ancestor. The term “Pamir languages” is based on their geograph-
ical position rather than on their genetic closeness. Their relation to other East Iranian languages is
rarely studied. In this context the position of Yaghnobi, which is usually mostly compared with the
Middle Iranian Sogdian language, might be of some interest. But Sogdian also shows traits found in
some of the Pamir languages. Therefore it might be interesting to compare some phonological and
morphological characteristics of individual Modern East Iranian and East Middle Iranian languages
in order to find out if there are specific relations between them – and also to see if particular devel-
opments are innovations characteristic of Modern East Iranian or have already occurred in Middle
Iranian.

1. Introduction
The classification of some of the Iranian languages still raises questions and cannot
be said to have been completely resolved. The criteria for their affiliation to one
group or another do not seem to be clear and agreed upon in every respect. As an es-
pecially striking example, one can mention Ormuri and Parachi, two Iranian lan-
guages spoken in Afghanistan, which have been classified as belonging to complete-
ly different branches of the Iranian languages despite usually being regarded as
“South East Iranian”.1

The term “South East Iranian” is not always used for these two languages alone.
Sometimes Pashto and the Pamir languages are also classified as South East
Iranian, whereas Ossetic and Yaghnobi are described as North East Iranian lan-
guages.2 Even within East Iranian (broadly defined) one group is quite diverse in
itself. The Pamir languages comprise about 15 different modern East Iranian lan-
guages spoken in the frontier area of Tajikistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and China.3

It was soon found out that the languages of the so-called Shughni-Roshani group

1  After they were first held to be West Iranian by GRIERSON 1918: 49–52, a similar view was later
advanced by other scholars like ORANSKIJ 1979a: 81–121, and EFIMOV 1986. But MORGENSTIERNE 1926:
28ff., who first studied these languages in detail, attributed them to the Eastern branch of the Iranian lan-
guages, in spite of a number of phonological characteristics that they share with West Iranian. He defined
a South-East Iranian sub-group consisting of Ormuri and Parachi. Others, like KIEFFER 1989: 451ff., fol-
low this classification in their grammatical descriptions. See also SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 650.
2  E.g. by Soviet scholars, in Osnovy; cf. also the genealogical tree of the Iranian languages at the site of
the Institute of Indo-European Studies, University of Frankfurt, http://titus.uni-frankfurt.de/didact/idg/
iran/iranstam.htm
3  Their genetic relations were first extensively studied by MORGENSTIERNE 1938 and later, in more detail,
by Russian scholars like SOKOLOVA 1967, 1973, PAHALINA 1969, 1983 and ÈDEL’MAN 1987a.
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are closely related to Yazghulami and Sarikoli, whereas languages like Munji and
Yidgha, or Wakhi seem to be more isolated. Although the genetic relations among
the Pamir languages are not yet understood in full detail, it can be said that it is not
possible to trace all of them back to a single common ancestor that would be
unique to this group.4 5

Thus, the term “Pamir languages” is based on their geographical position rather than
on their genetic proximity, and they have also been called a “Sprachbund” (linguis-
tic area), which seems to be more appropriate.6 Contrary to the “Balkan languages”,
which belong to various branches of Indo-European and are therefore more obvious-
ly defined as a linguistic area, a sprachbund of languages from one branch of a lan-
guage family can easily be mistaken for a genetically closely related unit. For in-
stance, the frequent use of the term “Pamir dialects” might create the impression of a
dialect continuum with only small divergences. 

Another language belonging to the Eastern branch of the Iranian languages is
Yaghnobi. Its closeness to the Middle Iranian Sogdian language has often been
pointed out, and when first studied it was even considered to be a kind of modern
successor of Sogdian.7 Others believe that a direct derivation of Yaghnobi from
Sogdian is not possible because of a number of divergences in the phonology and
morphology of these languages. One of the main arguments is the so-called
Rhythmic Law, which shaped the phonological development of Sogdian but did
not have an effect on the predecessor of the Yaghnobi language.8 Yaghnobi is usu-
ally described as deriving from a dialect similar to Sogdian.9 When one compares
Yaghnobi with the Pamir languages, and some of the other East Middle Iranian
languages, one can find a considerable number of similar phonological and mor-
phological developments and isoglosses. Still, Yaghnobi is rarely compared with
the Pamir languages.

All the Modern East Iranian languages (except Ossetic) contain many loanwords
from Tajik or Dari, and their original vocabularies are very often imperfectly docu-
mented. Moreover, they all have dialects, which are not well studied and may show
a wide range of lexical variation. One further important point is that in the study of
these relatively diverse languages, similar sound changes – when viewed in isolation

Table 1. Genetic relations of the Pamir languages.5

Shughni-Yazghulami group
Shughni group
Shughni Roshani Bartangi Sarikoli Yazghulami Ishkashmi Munji Wakhi
Badzh. Xufi Roshorvi Zebaki Yidgha

Sanglechi

4  MORGENSTIERNE 1938: XVIII; STEBLIN-KAMENSKIJ 1982: 3; SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 651. Occasionally
some of the languages are not classified as “Pamir” and are treated separately, e.g. Munji and Yidgha by
PAYNE 1989a, as they are spoken outside the Pamir region.
5  This presentation of the Shughni-Yazghulami group follows SOKOLOVA 1967: 124.
6  GRJUNBERG 1980. 
7  E.g. ORANSKIJ 1963: 164.
8  E.g. SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989: 165.
9  E.g. HROMOV 1987: 645.
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– cannot be considered proof of common ancestry in every case.10 There are a
number of phonological and morphological characteristics which are commonly
said to be typical of the East Iranian languages, although no universal traits distin-
guishing East Iranian from West Iranian have been found so far.11 Below some pho-
nological and morphological characteristics of the East Middle Iranian and Modern
East Iranian will be discussed in order to see if some new insights into their genetic
relations can be found.

2. Phonological characteristics
2.1 Old Iranian word-initial *č-
In most East Iranian languages Old Iranian *č was depalatalized and became ts,12 as
in Chorasmian, Bactrian, most of the Pamir languages, and Ossetic. In Khotanese it
was depalatalized before non-palatals.13 Only Sogdian did not take part in the devel-
opment. Here *č was preserved.14 Among the Modern East Iranian languages č was
preserved in Parachi15 and Yaghnobi,16 and word-initially in Yazghulami and
Munji.17 18 19 20

10  One example may illustrate the dilemma: Middle Iranian Khotanese and Modern Wakhi share some
remarkable phonological features, as was first described by MORGENSTIERNE 1975: 432f. Unlike in many
other Ir. languages, Proto-Indo-European *ḱû does not develop into sp, but into ś or š. Thus, in Khotanese
the word for “horse”, Persian asp, is aśśa, and in Wakhi yaš. But this does not mean that Wakhi can be
derived directly from Khotanese or that it is possible to trace both languages back to a common ancestor.
This becomes clear from some other developments: in some cases Middle Iranian Khotanese shows a more
advanced development than Modern Iranian Wakhi (see SKJÆRVØ 1989a: 375). First, intervocalic stops,
which have been lost in Khotanese, are still preserved in Wakhi, like in the word for “foot”, Khotanese
pāa- and Wakhi pыd < Old Iranian *pāda-. Moreover, the Wakhi outcome of Old Iranian word-internal
*θr (viz., tr) cannot be derived from Khotanese (-r), see Section 2.5.2. 
11  Pace SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 650f., who lists a number of words which are held to be exclusively East
Iranian. Most of these can also be found in West Iranian languages, e.g. Balochi kutik “dog” (see KORN

2005: 188, note 56) or Bal. gar “flank of a hill, abyss” (KORN 2005: 150).
12  SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 650.
13  EMMERICK 1989: 213.
14  SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989a: 168.
15  MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 34; EFIMOV 1997: 450f.
16  HROMOV 1987: 656; LIVŠIC/HROMOV 1981: 450. For the special development of the numeral “4” in
Yaghnobi, where *č develops to t-, see SIMS-WILLIAMS 2004: 541f.

Table 2. Old Iranian *č-: *čaθûār- “four”; *či- “what”.18

Yaghn. Shughni19 Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Par. Pashto Oss.
(tufor) cavůr,

cavōr
cavur čer cьfur čfir, čfūr cëbыr čōr20

Orm. cår
calor cyppar / 

cuppar
čo ca ca či ce Yidgha 

ce
cë Par. če, 

Orm. ca
cë cy

Bactr. Chor. Sogd. Khot. 
σοφαρο [(t)sufar] cf <r [tsafār] ctβ <r, ctf <r, cf <r [ča(t)fār] tcohaurä
σα- c- [ts-] c<- [č-] (kye, ci etc.)

17  GRJUNBERG 1987: 174; ÈDEL’MAN 1987b: 370.
18 Forms from East Middle Iranian languages are given to illustrate specific relations between some of
them and certain Modern East Iranian languages. The forms also show whether the discussed develop-
ments are innovations characteristic of Modern East Iranian or already occurred in Middle Iranian.
19 “Shughni” in the tables stands for the whole Shughni group.
20 For Ormuri and Parachi here the transcription used by KIEFFER and EFIMOV is used, which in some
respects differs from that of MORGENSTIERNE.
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2.2 Word-initial voiced stops
A further characteristic of most East Iranian languages is the development of initial
voiced stops into fricatives. In Khotanese *g- remains unchanged, which is indicated
by the spelling gg- as in ggara- “mountain”, whereas the outcome of OIr. *b-, *d- is
spelt b- and d-, which are mostly interpreted as fricatives.21

Both Yaghnobi and Ishkashmi as well as Zebaki and Sanglechi share the development
of *d-. The stop seems to have been preserved, but d has been explained as a reverse de-
velopment from *δ.22 In Bactrian, Munji, Yidgha, and Pashto, Old Iranian *d became l –
as well as in some Sogdian dialects.23 The development to l may of course have occurred
independently and at different periods.24 Ossetic is divergent: *b- and *d- remain un-
changed; *g- becomes γ- in Digor and then develops into q- in Iron.25 In Parachi and
Ormuri initial voiced stops are preserved, e.g. Par. dōs, Orm. das “ten”; Par. gir “stone”;
Orm. girī “mountain”; Par. byā “brother”; Orm. bēš “rope” < *bastrā-.26

2.3 Voicing of *xt and *ft
In most East Middle Iranian languages the consonant clusters *xt and *ft are voiced,
as in Sogdian, Bactrian or Chorasmian.27 In Khotanese they are simplified.28

21  SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989a: 168.
22  PAYNE 1989b: 420. MORGENSTIERNE 1938: 303 explains the reversal as a result of Persian influence in
Sanglechi and Ishkashmi.
23  SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989a: 168; LIVSHITZ 1970: 262.
24  SKJÆRVØ 1989a: 376.
25  ISAEV 1987: 568.

Table 3. Word-initial voiced stops: 
*band- “to bind”; *dasa- “ten”; *gari- “mountain”.

Yaghn. Shughni Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Pashto Oss.
*b- vant-,

vand-
vīnd- vind- van(d)- vond- vond- vand- wandanai

“rope”
bæddyn /
bæddun

*d- das δīs, δus, δos δes δůs dos Yidgha los δas las dæs
*g- γar žīr, žēr

“stone”
žer γar,

γarčug
–
γu “cow”

γār γ¬ ar γar qarm / γarm 
“warm”

Chor. Sogdian Bactrian Khotanese
*b- βr <d βr <t βραδο brātar- [βrādar-]
*d- δys δs(<) λασο daso [δaso]
*g- γ<w “cow” γr- γαρο ggara- [gara-]

26  MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 34, 329; KIEFFER 1989: 453.

Table 4. Development of Old Iranian *xt: 
*duxtar- “daughter”; *taxta- “gone away”.
Yaghn. Shughni Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Par. Pashto Oss.

δoγd wůδůγ(d),
Sangl.
wuδëγd

lëγda,
Yidgha
luγdo

δëγ¬d dot;
Orm. dua, 
duka

lur I. (xo)dyγd

uxta 
“went 
out”

tůyd- tыyd- tůγd- tůγd- taγ¬ d- të, tëy taγd

Bactr. Sogd. Chor. Khot.
λογδο δwγt(<), δγwt δγd dūta, dūva

27  SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989a: 167. SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 650 describes the Sogdian clusters as partly voiced
to γt and βt, though, whereas GHARIB 1995: 21, 146 and LIVŠIC/HROMOV 1981: 395f., 402 consider them
to be voiced.
28  EMMERICK 1989: 215, where more examples can be found; *xt may develop into /d/, /γ/, /î/ or /û/.
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In Pashto *xt may be reduced to y or zero,29 whereas *ft may result in w or wd, as
in owë “seven” or tawda “warmed” < *tafta-.30 In Parachi x is lost, as in dot
“daughter” or p‛aråt- “to sell”, which is derived from *parā-waxta- by MORGEN-
STIERNE.31 For Ormuri he concludes that x and f were assimilated early and the
cluster resulted in t, which is lost, as e.g. in duka, dua “daughter” or ho, wo
“seven”.32 In Yaghnobi *xt is represented as such, and is not voiced; *ft is voiced
only in one dialect.33

2.4 Old Iranian *θ
The preservation of the phoneme *θ is seen as one of the characteristics of the
East Iranian languages.34 The phoneme *θ is preserved in Sogdian and Chor-
asmian.35 In Khotanese it is preserved in initial position only36 while it becomes
h in intervocalic position, as in ggāha- “song” < Old Iranian *gāθa-.37 In Bac-
trian *θ becomes h, e.g. in ραυοβαναο “highway robbery” (< *rāθa-pāna-).38

Wakhi, the Shughni group, Sarikoli, and Yazghulami preserve θ, whereas the
development in Munji is different. Here the fricative yields x¬ .39 In Yaghnobi it
became -t in one dialect, -s in the other.40 In Ossetic *θ became t in both
dialects,41 while it develops into l in Pashto.42 In Ishkashmi *θ becomes s, as in
sav- “to burn” < *θav-.43 In Sanglechi it usually results in t, as in tëv- “to

29  For *xt > -w- or -y- see SKJÆRVØ 1989b: 402.
30  GRJUNBERG/ÈDEL’MAN 1987: 30f. According to SKJÆRVØ, 1989: 377, table I and 1989: 378, in Parachi
*xt becomes y and *ft becomes w, whereas both result in w or become zero in Ormuri.
31  MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 38, 279 transcribes dut and pharât. *fra- would yield rh- (e.g. *fra-vaz- > rhāz-
MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 38).
32  MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 333 transcribed as dūa, duka and hō, wō.

Table 5. Development of Old Iranian *ft: *hafta- “seven”.
Yaghn. Shughni Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Pashto Par. Oss.
aft (W), avd (E)
ufta “slept” < 
*hufta-

(w)ūvd ыvd uvd uvd ovda ыb owë hōt;
Orm.
ho, wo

avd

Sogd. Chor. Khot. Bactr.
<βt< <βd hauda πιδοροβδο “received” < *pati-g�fta-

33  This has been explained as a reversal, see LIVŠIC/HROMOV 1981: 395, 402; SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 650.
34  E.g. SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 650. Several of these languages do not have a phoneme θ, though, e.g.
Yaghnobi, Sanglechi, Ishkashmi, Munji, Yidgha, Pashto, Ormuri, and Parachi. A. KORN has kindly drawn
my attention to the development in Balochi, where (in contrast to the coalescence of *θ and *h > h com-
mon in West Iranian) *θ becomes t, cf. KORN 2005: 81.
35  E.g. SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 650.
36  EMMERICK 1989: 213. Some scholars believe that the Iranian fricatives f, θ, and x reverted to aspirate
stops through the influence of Indian languages like Sanskrit and Prakrit, e.g. EMMERICK 1989: 209;
EMMERICK/PULLEYBLANK 1993.
37  EMMERICK 1989: 214.
38  SIMS-WILLIAMS 2007: 259. The only word which seems to have preserved θ is ιθαο “thus, so”. 
39  GRJUNBERG 1987: 177.
40  HROMOV 1987: 655, 659.
41  ISAEV 1987: 566.
42  GRJUNBERG/ÈDEL’MAN 1987: 35.
43  MORGENSTIERNE 1938: 305. For the derivation from *θav- see STEBLIN-KAMENSKIJ 1999: 374.
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burn”.44 In Ormuri θ develops into y, as in rāy “way” < *rāθa-.45 The development
in Parachi is not clear.46

2.5 The development of Old Iranian *θr-
2.5.1 Word-initial position
Old Iranian *θr shows quite divergent developments in the East Iranian languages,
both initially and internally. In Sogdian, and partly also in Chorasmian and Parachi,
*θr becomes š. In Yazghulami *θr is reduced to c.47 In initial position the cluster is
preseved as tr- in Wakhi, becomes dr- in Khotanese and Pashto, and tir- or sar- in
Yaghnobi.48 In Munji it becomes x¬ir-.49 The development in Bactrian, the Shughni
group, and Sarikoli can be compared. In Bactrian it becomes har-; in the languages
of the Shughni group and in Sarikoli it results in ar-.50 The Bactrian outcome of *θr
matches the general development of *θ (cf. Section 2.4), whereas in the Shughni
group it is divergent.

2.5.2 Word-internal position
In Khotanese, Bactrian, and Chorasmian, *-θr- is reduced to -r-.51 Among the Mod-
ern East Iranian languages, a development to -r- can be found in Pashto and in
Munji. In the Shughni group and Sarikoli we have -c like in Yazghulami. In Sogdian

44  MORGENSTIERNE 1938: 305, 313. In the word for “day”, mi, may, it seems to have developed to y, but
this has been explained as an “elision” of *θ by MORGENSTIERNE, who traces the word back to *māθya-.
45  EFIMOV 1991: 271. MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 405 derives the word from *raiθya-.

Table 6. Old Iranian *θ: *maiθa- “day”, etc.
Yaghn. Shughni Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Orm. Pashto Oss.
met, mes mēθ, mīθ maθ miθ mi, may, but 

sav- < *θav-;
Sang. mēi

mīx¬ θaw- 
“burn” 
< *θav-

rāy < 
*rāθa- 
“way”

γele < 
*gaiθyā- 
“flocks”

fætæn “broad” 
< *paθana-

Sogdian Chor. Bactr. Khot.
myθ, myδ myθ ραυο- ggāha-

46  MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 44 transcribes thī-; he writes that *θ may result in an aspirated stop, like in t‛i-
“to be burning” (see also STEBLIN-KAMENSKIJ 1999: 374). EFIMOV 1997: 459, 463 gives examples of inter-
vocalic spirants developing into h.
47  ÈDEL’MAN 1987b: 369.
48  SKJÆRVØ 1989a: 375 and 377, table I.
49  GRJUNBERG 1987: 177.
50  SKJÆRVØ 1989a: 376.

Table 7. Development of Old Iranian initial *θr-: *θraîah “three”.
Yaghn. Shughni Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Pashto Par. Oss.
tiray,
saray

aray aroy cůy růy x¬iray;
Yidgha
x¬uroy

tru(y) dre ši;
Orm.
šo

ærtæ

Bactr. Khot. Sogd. Chor.
υαρηιο [harei] drai šy [šē/i] šy

51  The development from *-θr- to -r- via *-hr- may be documented in Bactrian in γωυριγο “family” <
*gauθra-ka- (see SIMS-WILLAMS 2007: 207) and υαµογωυριγανο “relatives” (LEE/SIMS-WILLIAMS

2003: 170f.), otherwise -γωρο. The spelling -υρ- is also once attested in a pseudo-historical writing,
in the word πηυρο “belief” (LEE/SIMS-WILLIAMS 2003: 170), otherwise πηρο (SIMS-WILLAMS 2007:
253).
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and Parachi the internal *-θr- becomes -š- as in initial position. In Wakhi the devel-
opment is more conservative: the cluster is preserved as -tr- as in initial position.52

In Ossetic it becomes -rt-.53

In Yaghnobi there are only very few examples of the development of Old Iranian
*-θr-.54 GEIGER postulated that Old Iranian *-θr- in internal position developed into
-l(l)- in Yaghnobi.55 He mentioned ōl “fire” and pula “son” as examples of this de-
velopment. This was doubted by LIVSHITZ who writes that ōl is only used in combi-
nation with the verb xaš in ōlxaš “to catch fire, to begin to burn”, whereas the com-
mon word for fire, ōlōw, is borrowed from Tajik.56 He points out that the common
word for “son” in Yaghnobi is žūta, and pul(l)a is mainly used for “infant, child” in
general. Therefore he concludes that it can be taken as a nursery word. Although
these semantic considerations hardly seem convincing, since a word for “child”
might as well have the meaning “son”, LIVSHITZ puts forward another, much
stronger argument. He remarks that *-δr- develops into -rδ- in Yaghnobi, as in
mirδa “beads” from *muδraka- (as opposed to Sogdian mwž<kk), and concludes that
*-θr- in Yaghnobi may be expected to yield *-rt- or -rs-. As an example to stress the
plausibility of this argument one may mention Yaghnobi dirot, diros “sickle”, which
can be traced back to *dāθra-, cf. Ishkashmi dur, Bartangi and Roshorvi δōc, Yaz-
ghulami δac, Wakhi δыtr, δëtr, Pashto lor, etc.57 It therefore seems reasonable to
follow LIVSHITZ’ view that *-θr- might not have given -l(l)- as previously assumed.58

3. Morphological characteristics
3.1 Nouns: Plural suffixes
It has been mentioned that Sogdian and Yaghnobi share the same plural suffixes, -t
in the direct case and -ti in the oblique.59 These are the plural suffixes of the
so-called heavy stems in Sogdian. Plural suffixes in -t are also found in Ossetic and
in Yazghulami, which have -tæ and -aθ. Moreover, the Sogdian plural suffix -yšt,
which is only found with animate nouns, has a parallel in Wakhi, where it is the nor-
mal plural suffix. The plural in -i in Munji was compared with the plural ending in
Bactrian and Chorasmian.60

52  STEBLIN-KAMENSKIJ 1999: 31.
53  ISAEV 1987: 571.
54  GEIGER 1898–1901b: 336.
55  GEIGER 1898–1901b: 336.
56  LIVSHITZ 1970: 262f., note 28.
57  STEBLIN-KAMENSKIJ 1999: 168.

Table 8. Development of Old Iranian word-internal *-θr-: *puθra- “son”.
Yaghn. Shughni Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Pashto Par. Oss.
pulla
or
dirot, diros

puc pыc,
půc

poc –
usьr
“ashes”;
Sangl.
wutεr

pūr pëtr –
bur <
*apuθrah
“sonless”;
or “fire”

poš;
Orm.
*meš58 
“sun”

fyrt

Khot. Bactr. Chor. Sogd.
pūra- πορο [pur] pr -pšyy

58 Attested in the dialect of Kā�īgrām, see Efimov 1991: 269.
59  SKJÆRVØ 1989a: 375.
60  MORGENSTIERNE 1938: 122, follows Tedesco in deriving the plural ending from Old Iranian *-āh.
SOKOLOVA 1973: 160–162 derives the ending from the pronominal flexion. See also GRJUNBERG 1987: 181f.
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The plural in Pashto is more complex and shows a wide range of variation which
also may involve ablaut.61 The plural suffix in Parachi is -ān.62 The plural -i, which
is used for non-animates in Ormuri is traced back to *-aîah.63 The etymology of the
plural ending used for animates, -in, does not seem to be clear.64 65 66 67

3.2 Verbs: 3rd plural ending
A further interesting feature is the verbal ending of the third person plural. In
Yaghnobi the ending is -or, which differs significantly from that of Sogdian. It may
be compared with the 3rd plural ending of Chorasmian, which also contains an r, and
with the 3rd plural middle ending in Khotanese.68

3.3 The 2nd plural pronoun
A very interesting isogloss is found in Bactrian, the Shughni group, Yazghulami,
Ishkashmi, and Sarikoli.69 All these languages share a specific formation of the 2nd

plural pronoun – different from Sogdian and Yaghnobi as well as from Munji and

61  For details see SKJÆRVØ 1989b: 389–392 and GRJUNBERG/ÈDEL’MAN 1987: 44–58.
62  MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 50 states that it cannot have been borrowed from Persian, as there also exists a
genitive ending in -āna, and -ān also occurs with inanimate nouns; for more details, see EFIMOV 1997:
478ff.
63  EFIMOV 1991: 281. It is compared with Pashto -i by MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 342, who transcribes it as -ī.

Table 9. Plural suffixes.65

Yaghn. Shugh. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Orm. Oss.
dir. -t -ēn -aθ -o -i -išt -i -tæ
obl. -ti -āf66 -ëv

Sogd. Chor. Bactr. 
heavy light

dir. -t -t < -i -ανο, -ε67

-yšt, -y < only animate
obl. -ty -ty< -<n -ανο

-yšty, -<n only animate

64  EFIMOV 1991: 281 explains it as going back to the Old Iranian genitive ending of the i-stems, *-inām.
65 In Khotanese the categories of noun inflection have been preserved and can more readily be compared
with Old Iranian languages than with the other Middle or Modern East Iranian languages. They are there-
fore not listed here. For an overview see EMMERICK 1989: 216–219.
66 Cf. Rošorvī -īf, Sarikoli oblique plural -ef, PAYNE 1989b: 428.
67 -ε is only attested in inscriptions.

Table 10. Verbal endings of the 3rd plural present.
Yaghn. Shughni Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Pashto Par. Oss.
-or -ēn, -an -(y)in -an -on -āt -ën -i, -ī, -īn -an -uncæ / -ync

Sogd. Chor. Khot. Bactr.
-<nt -ri mid. -āre -ινδο [-ind]

68  In Khotanese most verbs occur either with indicative or middle endings (see e.g. EMMERICK 1989: 220).
The present subjunctive and optative active endings also contain -r: -āru and -īru.
69  SIMS-WILLIAMS 1996: 651.
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Wakhi. Before the Bactrian form became known it was thought to be a peculiarity of
some Pamir languages, and was described as one of several characteristics alien to
Iranian and therefore attributed to substratum influence.70 The formation of the 2nd

plural pronoun involves a form of the 2nd singular pronoun. Likewise the 2nd plural
pronoun in Pashto seems to contain a form of the singular, whereas the second
element of the word is not clear.71 The Chorasmian 2nd plural pronoun also seems to
be composed of an element -β(y) connected with the enclitic forms of the 2nd singu-
lar pronoun, β-, acc. -β <.72 73 74

3.4 Demonstrative pronouns
Between the demonstrative systems of the East Iranian languages there are some
noteworthy correspondences. Most of the Pamir languages, including Munji and
Wakhi, possess a three-stem system with forms going back to Old Iranian *ima-,
*aita-, and *aûa-, which function as near, medial, and distal demonstratives re-
spectively. In Yazghulami only two forms are found, du and yu. ÈDEL’MAN derives
du from *aita-. The etymology of yu is less clear. ÈDEL’MAN assumes that yu goes
back to the Old Iranian nominative *iîam / aîam originally representing the proxi-
mate deixis, whereas she derives the oblique form way from the distal demonstra-
tive *aûa-.75 In addition to the phonological problems of deriving yu from Old
Iranian *aîam, a contamination of different demonstrative stems representing vir-
tually contradictory levels of deixis seems highly unlikely. Forms of two stems
also occur in Yaghnobi, but here the direct forms iš and ax can be derived from
Old Iranian *aiša- and *haû. The Yaghnobi forms have been compared with the
demonstratives in Sogdian, where remnants of three stems can be found.76 They go
back to *aîam / ima-, *aiša- / aita-, and *haû / aûa-.77 In contrast to Yaghnobi,
where the *aiša- / aita- forms are preserved, the forms of the medial deixis disap-
pear in Sogdian.78

70  Summarized by PAYNE 1989b: 423.
71  For a summary of different etymological explanations of the second part of the pronoun see GRJUNBERG

1987: 75f.

Table 11. The 2nd plural pronoun.
Yaghn. Shughni Bart. Sar. Yazgh. Ishk. Munji Wakhi Par. Pashto Oss.
šumox tama tamāš tamaš tëmox tьmьx mof 73 sa(y)-iš(t),

obl. sav
wå;
Orm.74

tyos, tos

tāse/o symax /
sumax

Sogd. Bactrian Chor. Khot.
(<)šm<x(w) τωµαχο, τοµαχο, ταµαχο hβy uhu

72  The h- is not clear. One might speculate that it is connected to the 3rd singular pronoun, hy “he, she, it”,
encl. h, i.e. “he and you”. A similar formation was presumed by GEIGER 1898–1901a: 217, for Pashto. 
73 Derived from *(yu)šmābyā, see GRJUNBERG 1987: 189.
74 Explained as loans from Pashto by MORGENSTIERNE 2003: 84, who transcribes tōs, tyōs.
75  ÈDEL’MAN 1987b: 390.
76  LIVŠIC/HROMOV 1981: 465f.; SIMS-WILLIAMS 1994.
77  See WENDTLAND (forthcoming). SIMS-WILLIAMS 1994: 49f. derives the oblique form from *ta- instead
of *aita-.
78  Only very few forms are attested: in the Ancient Letters, the Muγ documents, and one Buddhist text.
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Bactrian ειο “this” may be derived from *aîam.79 The form ειδο “this” represents
a less proximate deixis and is sometimes connected to the 2nd person.80 It is traced
back to *aita- by Sims-Williams.81 He explains ειµο “this” as going back to *ima-
“with vocalization adapted to that of ειιο.”82 So both ειο and ειµο would originate
from the same demonstrative stem *aîam / ima-, which seems probable because
both forms represent proximal deixis. One form is said to go back to the nominative,
the other to the stem forming the oblique cases. But there is no case difference
between the forms. The function of the Bactrian demonstratives has not yet been
studied in detail, but in the manuscripts ειο is mainly used anaphorically, whereas
ειµο can be used cataphorically.83 It has been presumed earlier that ειµο and ειδο
might be compound forms of ειο, which seems quite probable considering the fact
that two pronouns representing proximal deixis co-exist in Bactrian.84 By now an-
other demonstrative, το, τι, has been identified, which is derived from *ta- and rep-
resents a second person deixis.85 It is therefore probable that ειµο and ειδο are com-
pound forms of ειο and µο and το respectively.

The system in Khotanese is completely different. There are newly developed
forms which all go back to *aiša- and *ta-.86 In Chorasmian some innovations have
occurred as well. There are the forms ny(n) “this”, plur. n<w “these”, n<wyr “that”,

79  See e.g. SIMS-WILLIAMS 2007: 210.
80  Examples SIMS-WILLIAMS 2000 (C1'), SIMS-WILLIAMS 2007 (ca5, xm5, ch6).
81  SIMS-WILLIAMS 2000: 191.
82  SIMS-WILLIAMS 2000: 191.
83  Examples SIMS-WILLIAMS 2000, e.g. ειο in A11, C7, etc., and ειµο in C7, J12, etc.
84  SIMS-WILLIAMS 1989b: 235.
85  SIMS-WILLIAMS 2007: 269.
86  EMMERICK 1989: 220.

Table 12. Demonstratives.
Yaghnobi Shughni Yazgh. Munji Wakhi Par. Pashto Oss.
– yam,

obl.m. mi, 
obl.f. mam

ma,
obl.m. mān,
obl.f. māy

yëm (h)ē;
Orm. a

a-

iš, it < OIr.
*aiša- / aita-

yid,
obl.m. di,
obl.f. dam

du,
obl.

ya yët dā, 
daγa

ax, aw < OIr.
*haû / aûa-

yu, yā (f.),
obl.m. wi,
obl.f. wam

yu,
obl. way 

wa ya(w) Par. (h)ō;
Orm. afō

haγa u- / 
ie (nom.),
uo- (obl.)

Sogdian Bactrian Khot.
yw, obl. <mw, <myn, 
<my(H) < OIr. *aîam / 
ima-

ειο;
ειµο 

�ä

<šw, obl. <tw < OIr. 
*aiša- / aita-

το, τι;
ειδο, εδο

�ätä

(<)xw, obl. <w(w), <wyn, 
<wy(H) < OIr. *haû- / 
aûa-

�ārä
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which is also used as a 3rd singular pronoun, nyš-k “this, who/which” and n<n “that”.
They all have a prefix n- which is explained as a strengthening particle.87 These de-
velopments show that already in Middle Iranian languages many changes and inno-
vations have occurred. Tracing back forms of modern Iranian languages, especially
those that only consist of one letter, may therefore be very difficult or impossible, as
seen in the next example.

The Parachi distal demonstrative (h)ō goes back to Old Iranian *hāû.88 The ety-
mology of Parachi (h)e is not certain. According to MORGENSTIERNE: “Av. aēšō,
aēta�, and prob. aēm, would result in *ī; but gen. sg. m. ahē (Gath. ahyā) > ē?”.89

EFIMOV also believes that it goes back to the old genitive-dative.90 Ormuri a is de-
rived from *ha-; the origin of -fo is unclear.91

Pashto dā has been explained as going back to Old Iranian * aita-, and ha- in haγa
is traced back to *ha-.92 Ossetic a- “this” is derived from Old Iranian *a-, Iron u-
from *aûa- or *haû, and Digor ie is thought to go back to *aîam.93

3.5 Personal pronouns with prefixes
In some East Iranian languages personal pronouns occur with prefixes or suffixes.94

Examples can be found in Bactrian, e.g. ασαµαχο “from/by us”,95 in Chorasmian,
e.g. c-myk “from me” or in Sogdian, but not in Yaghnobi. One example is Sogdian
c<m<(kH) “from me” from *hačā “from” and the enclitic personal pronoun of the 1st

singular. A comparable formation can be found in Munji, e.g. žāmox “from us”. In-
terestingly, only singular personal pronouns with prefixes are documented in
Sogdian, whereas in Munji only the plural forms are prefixed. In Bactrian both sin-
gular and plural forms are attested (see Table 13 on the next page).

3.6 Demonstratives: pre- and suffixes
In Sogdian, forms of the demonstrative stems may occur with pre- and suffixes.
Forms with the prefixes c- < * hačā “from”, δ- < *hadā “with”, n- < *anu- or *ana-
“to”, and pr- < *upari “on” are found.96 There are two different suffixes, -<nt and

87  BOGOLJUBOV 1963b: 102.
88  MORGENSTIERNE 1974: 68 transcribes œ, hœ.
89  MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 67 (MORGENSTIERNE’s orthography).
90  EFIMOV 1997: 439, 490.
91  MORGENSTIERNE 1929: 350. EFIMOV 1991: 292 presents a less convincing etymology, deriving afo from
a proximal demonstrative *hva-. He presumes a development f < *hv-, which he compares to Parth. f <
*xv-, citing farrah < *xvarnah- “glory”. However, *xv- does not develop into f- in Parthian but into <wx>
(maybe a devoiced w, see SUNDERMANN 1989: 122). Also, in the exceptional case of *xvarnah- the relation
between *xv- and f- may be explained differently, see LUBOTSKY 1998.
92  GRJUNBERG 1987: 78ff. The h- must of course be secondary as *h is lost in Pashto.
93  WEBER 1983: 86–88.
94  Possessive forms in some languages of northwest Iran may be prefixed as well, see e.g. LECOQ 1989:
299, 302.
95  SIMS-WILLIAMS 2000: 179 (Q20).
96  LIVŠIC/HROMOV 1981: 461.
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-<yδ, e.g. cyw <nt “from that” and cyw( <)yδ “from that”. They occur both in attributive
and predicative position. The suffix -<nt presumably goes back to *antara-.97 The
origin of -<yδ is not clear. It has been compared with Roshani -aθ, -θ.98

In Shughni, morphologically similar formations occur, which function as local
adverbs, like e.g. azamand “from there”, with az- < *hačā “from”, a form of the de-
monstrative, and -and (< *antara-, see above), and azamard “from there” with a suf-
fix -ard,99 which has been derived from *arda- “side”.100 The suffixes have different
functions. Forms with -and are used to mark definite location, whereas those with
-ard mark indefinite location. 101

97  LIVŠIC/HROMOV 1981: 466.
98  BOGOLJUBOV 1963a: 9, note 2.
99  Forms with -m-, which usually represent the proximal deixis, are used for distal deixis here, whereas
the forms containing the distal demonstrative stem are used for proximal deixis. This also occurs in other
languages of the Shughni group, e.g. in Xufi. This “switch” in deixis has not yet been explained.
100  ÈDEL’MAN 1987a: 339f.

Table 14. Demonstratives with pre- and suffixes.
Sogdian Shughni

dist. c- cyw <nt cyw(<)yδ az azamand azam azamard

med. cytyδ azedand azed azedard
prox. “from” cym<nt cym(<)yδ “from” azůdand azůd azůdard
dist. δ- δyw <nt δyw <yδ tar taramand taram taramard
med. taredand tared taredard
prox. “with” δym<nt δym<yδ “to” tarůdand tarůd tarůdard

dist. n- nyw <nt nyw <yδ
med. nytyδ
prox. “to” nymyδ
dist. pr- prywynd pr <yw <yδ
med. prytyδ
prox. “on” prymnd prymyδ

101  KARAMŠOEV 1988: 56f.

Table 13. Prefixed personal pronouns.
Sogdian Bactrian Munji
1st sing. 2nd sing. 1st plur. 2nd plur.
δ<m<(k)
“with me”

δ<f <
“with you”

δ- < *hadā 
“with”

αλαµαγο “with me”;
αλαφαγο “with you”

dāmox
“i/on us”

dāmof
“i/on you”

da “in” < 
*antara

pr<m<k
“for me”

pr<β <k
“for you”

pr- < *upari 
“for”

nāmox
“(to) us”

nāmof
“(to) you”

na “to” < 
*ana

c<m<(kH)
“from me”

c<f <k(H)
“from you”

c- < *hačā 
“from”

ασαφαγο “from you” 
2nd sg.;
ασαµαχο “from us”

žāmox
“from us”

žāmof
“from you”

ž “from” < 
*hačā

t<m<(kH)
“me”

t <β <(kH)
“you”

marks the direct 
def. object, cf. 
prep. <t(w) “to”

αβοφαγο, 2nd sg.;
αβοµαχο
“us” dir. object

vāmox
“us”

vāmof
“you”

marks the 
direct def. 
object, < 
*upa-, *apa-
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3.7 Local adverbs
In Sogdian the suffix -rδ also occurs in local adverbs. As in Shughni (see Section
3.6), these adverbs mark indefinite location.102 Among the Modern East Iranian lan-
guages forms with -ard are found in Xufi, a language closely related to Shughni:
amard, adard, udard.103 In Ossetic the local adverbs ardæm “here” and ūrdæm
“there” (with ærd- “side”) can be compared.104 Similar morphological formations
can be found in Sogdian and Bactrian. It has so far not been investigated whether
they also have comparable functions in Bactrian.

4. Conclusion
The East Iranian languages are linguistically extremely diverse. No phonological or
morphological characteristics can be found which are shared by all of them. The
isoglosses discussed in this paper can be summarized as shown in Table 16 on the
next page. 

Exclusive features by which the Pamir languages can be distinguished from all
other East Iranian languages cannot be found either. Some traits, like the voicing of
*xt and *ft, or the development of *b-, *d- ,*g- to fricatives, are shared by the major-
ity of the other East Iranian languages. 

Conversely, the depalatalization of Old Iranian *č- is found in many East Iranian
languages but is not shared by Yazghulami, Munji, or Parachi. 

The development of a t-plural in Yaghnobi and Ossetic, which was seen as a char-
acteristic of a Northern branch (see Section 1) of the East Iranian languages by
Oranskij, can also be found in Yazghulami. The preservation of the cluster *θr,
which he also mentions as a trait common to Yaghnobi (tVr/sVr) and Ossetic (rt), is
also shared by Wakhi (tr) and partly by Sanglechi (-tVr) and Ishkashmi (-sVr).105 

The formation of a 2nd person plural pronoun in combination with a form of the
2nd singular is shared by the Shughni group, Sarikoli, Yazghulami, and Ishkashmi,
but not by Munji or Wakhi, whereas in Pashto or Chorasmian similar constructions
can be found.

Some traits of certain Pamir languages, like the prefixing of personal pronouns in
Munji, the formation of demonstratives with pre- and suffixes in Shughni, or the use

102  WENDTLAND 2006.
103  SOKOLOVA 1959: 112, 116, 267.
104  BOGOLJUBOV 1963a: 4.

Table 15. Local adverbs.
Sogdian Bactrian Xufi
indef. def. known unknown
mrδ mδ mδy mδ<yδ “here”

prox.
µαρο µαλο µαληλο amard

“there”
trδ tδy tδ<yδ “there”

med.
ταληλο adard

“there”
<wrδ <wδ wδy wδyδ “there”

dist.
οαρο οαλο udard

“here”

105  ORANSKIJ 1979b: 179f.
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of local adverbs in Xufi, have parallels in Sogdian or Bactrian. The Wakhi plural in
-išt is also attested in Sogdian. 

The distribution of the characteristics discussed in this article supports the inter-
pretation of the Pamir languages as a sprachbund, and speaks against a distinction
between a Northern and a Southern branch of the East Iranian languages.

Table 16. Isoglosses in East Iranian languages (selection).
shared by no change 

(shared archaism)
different development

*č- > ts-, s- Shughni, Sarikoli, 
Ishkashmi, Yidgha, Wakhi;
Ormuri, Pashto, Ossetic; 
Bactrian, Chorasmian, 
Khotanese

Yazghulami, Munji, 
Yaghnobi;
Parachi; 
Sogdian

*b-, d-, g- > 
fricatives

Shughni, Sarikoli, 
Yazghulami, Wakhi;
Sogdian, Chorasmian

Parachi, Ormuri, 
Ossetic; 
Khotanese g-

further development: 
Yaghnobi, Ishkashmi d-;
Munji, Yidgha, Pashto, Bactrian, 
Sogdian dial. l

*xt voiced Yazghulami, Ishkashmi, 
Munji, Wakhi;
Ossetic; Sogdian, 
Chorasmian, Bactrian

Yaghnobi further simplified: 
Parachi, Ormuri; 
Shughni, Sarikoli; 
Khotanese, Pashto

*ft voiced Shughni, Sarikoli, 
Yazghulami, Ishkashmi, 
Munji, Yaghnobi (E dial.);
Ossetic; Sogdian, 
Chorasmian, Bactrian

Yaghnobi (W dial.) further simplified: 
Wakhi, Parachi, Ormuri;
Pashto; 
Khotanese

*θ preserved Shughni, Sarikoli, 
Yazghulami, Wakhi;
Sogdian, Chorasmian

Ishkashmi, Ormuri y; 
Yaghnobi, Ishkashmi s, Munji x¬ , 
Yaghnobi, Ossetic t; 
Pashto l; Bactrian, Khotanese h

*θr- > š-, c- Yazghulami c-,
Parachi, Ormuri, Sogdian, 
Chorasmian š-

Wakhi, Yaghnobi;
Ossetic 

Shughni, Sarikoli, Bactrian (h)ar-; 
Pashto, Khotanese dr-

*-θr- > š-, c- Shughni, Sarikoli, 
Yazghulami c,
Parachi, Ormuri, Sogd. š-

Ishkashmi, Yaghnobi, 
Wakhi;
Ossetic

further simplified: Munji; 
Pashto; 
Khotanese, Bactrian, Chorasmian

plural suffixes t-plural: (Yazghulami,) 
Yaghnobi, Ossetic; 
Sogdian;
-išt: Wakhi; Sogdian

plural in -i (-e): Munji, Ormuri, 
Bactrian, Chorasmian;
obl. pl. in -f/-v: Roshorvi (Shughni 
group), Sarikoli, Munji, Wakhi 

3rd plural Munji; Ossetic
“medial” ending: Yaghnobi, 
Chorasmian

2nd plural pronoun 
combination with 
2nd sg.

Shughni, Sarikoli, 
Yazghulami, Ishkashmi;
Pashto; Chorasmian

Yaghnobi;
Ossetic; 
Sogdian

Munji, Wakhi; 
Parachi; 
Khotanese

demonstratives 
from same stems

Shughni, Yazghulami, 
Munji, Wakhi, Yaghnobi;
Sogdian

Parachi, Ormuri, Pashto, Ossetic; 
Khotanese

prefixed pers. 
pron.

Munji;
Sogdian, Bactrian

demonstratives 
with pre- and 
suffixes

Shughni;
Sogdian

local adverbs with 
suffix

Xufi (Shughni group);
Sogdian, Bactrian
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